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PREF CE 
It has been the purpose ot the riter 
to verify previous findings in subjeetibe 
markings or the traditional or essay exami-
nation . Educators who are pioneers in test-
ing ere divided in their opinion on this 
problem. Although the material in this 
manuscript is purel y experimental, the 
problem, whi ch is dealt with herein , is a 
very important one in educational circles. 
The writer is unbiased in her opinion and. 
has attempted at all times to keep a scien-
tific attitude. No doubt the traditional 
examination, the new type tests and the 
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l 
'the problem of variation of marks in subjective 
grading in the public schools and colleges has a.ttrac-'.;ed 
the attention of educators for the :past three or four 
decades.. N\1merous experiments relative to this subject 
have been conducted :tn various parts of the country. 
rz:he first to arouse t1H3 rtK)St interest was a series of 
three experiments conducted. by starch and IUliott at 
the Uni versit;y of "l}isconsin. 1I'heir f'irst e:r1:;e:riman·t 
dealt with the grading of hi school English pe:pers. 
T'.'lO f'inal exaHinat:t011 papers xtngli.sh, togerther 
'!N}th. the questions, were obta:tned fro.m. CY'2e of the largest 
high schools in sconsin. s:G:Xact copies of these two 
papers 1 ·together with the questions, t\,ere sent to two 
hundred high schools i:n t;h.e rth centrfal Association, 
v,n th the request thllt ·t11e principal teacher of' that par-
ticular year of Et1c;l:ish grade th.est~ })a;:,er·s accordine to 
the practices e stande.rds of the school. starch and 
Elliott n1a!z:e the :follo•:ving remarks on the grading: 
Thet the gradi11g w·as done care:f'ully is 
evidel'l't from the :fact that t vd th a few excep-
tions separate marks end eomments ivere ;12:i ven 
upon the answer to each q_uestlon. ':t'here was 
a tremendously wide range o:r variation. The 
range of marks e:i ven by different teachers to 
the sar0e1 pa:i;:ier may be as large as 35 o:r 40 
points. 
Daniel starch and Edwe.rd c. Elliott, NReliability 
in :c:reding :8cl10ol C¥ork ir-1 gn,glisl:l. H School Review .• 
., r ~~ ........... _ 4444~'# 
Vol. 
Two similar experiments ere conducted by Starch 
and Elliott with a history and a eeo etry paper. The 
grades for the English papers ranged from 50 to 98, for 
the geometry paper from 28 to 92, and for the history 
paper from 43 to go . be range for the poorer paper in 
:English was wider than for the better paper, since it had 
more room for variation in the upper e.rks . The better 
paper was nearer the 100 mark an therefore it was more 
limited on that side or the distribution surf'ace •. 
This investigation has established two con-
clusions! first, that teachers differ enormously 
in evaluating the same piece of work in terme 
of the ordinary percentage sc·ale; and second, 
that they differ as much in one subject as in 
another .. They disagree as much in evaluating 
a paper in mathematics as in English or history. 
Apparently mathematical papers are not marked 
with mathematigal precision any more than any 
other papers. 2 
Professor Harold Jacoby of Columbia University 
ade a similar investigation . He submitted eleven 
astronomy papers to six professors of astronomy . Pro-
fessor Jacoby makes the following comment on the result: 
It would appear ••••••• that the marking system is 
more precise than so e critics ould have us 
believe . I'ossibly , this may be due3to the fact 
that a stronomy is an exact science . 
Fredrick E. Bolton, "Do Teachers ' Marks Vary 
as MUch as supposed?" , Education, Vol . 48, September 27 ., 
pp •. 33- 39 . 
3 
Harold Jacoby , tf?,lote on the ~arking System in the 
Astronomical Course at Columbia Oollege , ff science, 
Vol . 31, p . 819. 
2 
Fredricl\'. :E. Bolton of the Unlversi ty oi"" "FJashington,. 
at Seattle, vras very skeptical X:'t:iga.rding the conclusions 
drawn by staroh and Elliott; therefore, he devised. a-r1 
experiment to test the validity of tlie conclusion that 
there is no :reliance to be placed upon tf::aohers' :mar}.:s. 
An atter.:::pt ·was made t;o secure everyday work 
aru:l to have teachers feel a certain. responsibility 
for the grades a.ssir,ned .. Teachers giving instruc-
tion in the content of the examination wore :pur-
posely selected lnstea.cl o:f.' e heterogeneous croup 
---------The c:mswers vrnre given in !)Or cents or 
points, each perfect counting 100 points 
or per cent •..••••• The bulk of the variation i.s 
so slieht that it is the uni1'o:rEi t:{ th.r::d:; ls 
striking rather than the diversity. 'I.1he greatE>.si.~ 
varif:lt;ion in this study is found in the case of 
poor J)U!1ils. svidently m.eny teachers are more 
in doub't about the low grade pup:tl than the .high 
grade one and hence at times give those low 
grade ones the benefit of the doubt. In oth(,r 
eases 'they evidently recognize th.at the pupil 
des,srves a grade belmsr passing and grade the 
pa:per hastily ltnowing thut the grade will be 
below passine; anywa.y and consequently seerr1 to 
tb.int)'. it will not ::-aake much dii':f'ereuce ~:vh:Jther 
the grade ·: s a li "C tle belov-1 or very far below. 
1'he ratings show very- great uniformity" in the 
case ol" high grade an.cl mediur:1 :pupils. :i: 
Dolton, also, analyzed some of tho data by starch 
~,1.nd :Elliott; and &JS a J:>osult clai.n1ed tlwt they actually 
shmt, decided tui.:tf o:i:·.1ni ty in ma.rking. 
Another early invest;igation was conducted by l1Iax 
Lleyer of the University of TEissouri,who collected the 
:!'ff.ports of' forty teachers of the uni versi t:y ,:iuring a 
five-year period; all w·i tl1. tvm exceptions 1rsero prof(9ssors 
or assistant orofessors and most; of the,n vrn:rc con.nected 
with the College of Arts a nd Science. 
that : 
eyer concluded 
There is no uniformity of grading, but the 
greatest d1 vergen.ee • • • • • • • • •• It is ad.mi tted 
openly, that a student in order to win honors 
must select hig work under certain teachers and 
avoid others. 
4 
Johnson, Prineipal of the University High School of' 
Chieago 1 tells of a graduate olaas in high school ad-
:ministrat· on, comnosed of pr1ncipals and experienced 
teachers.which was to report tha items mieh it consider-
ed as a basis for assigning marks. ?orty-three indi-
viduals reported ore than seventy-five items . Johnson 
,summarized his findings as follows: 
The whole situation ould be greatly clari-
fied. if achievement were 1j1ade t e sole basis for 
me.rks . BY achievement should be mea.r1t the ability 
to apply the knov l dge of facts nd principles and 
the skill.s acquired to problems appropriate to the 
sub·ect under consideration. 0 · 
nother observation made by Johnson was that 
-q:nglish teachers fail almost 'three times as 
ma.ny pupils as do domestic science teachers and 
give but half as many A's. pupil's chance 
or getting an in Ger n is approximat~ly tv11ce 
as great as his getting one in F1·ench. 
In connection ,1th this topic of variation of 
8 
grades, Vood relates an interesting incident. One or 
Jax eyer, "':?he Grading of students ," science, 
Vol . 28. 
6 
J. m.. Johnson, Administration and supervision , :p . 27~. 
7 -
• ~.. Ruch, The Improvement of the rtri tten i-
nation, p. 45 . 
8 
• - • .oo ' 
roup of college protessoTs ot history reading entrance 
examination papers in that subject prepared , for his 
own convenience, a set of what he considered model 
answers . This :paper became mixed with the other papers 
and as rated by several of the group of readers. The 
marks given it ranged from 40 to 90 per cent although 
the man preparing it considered it 100 per cent . 
ood, also , gave an account of the grading of en-
trance exa,."Uination papers in algebra and geometry by 
5 
two different readers . r.rhe results show that 30 per cent 
were failed by each reader; the chances are less than 
60 per cent of those failed by one reader will be the 
same us those f ai led by the other reader . In other 
words , of those failed by either reader, more than 40 
per cent ere passed by the other one . 
rrc.ny reasons ha e been assigned for s uch variation 
in marks . uch9 concluded: One of the most important 
sources of e ror n the assignment arises from the fact 
that each teacher has her own standard of values . " 
10 Trabue says: 
Each tench r may develop cer tain tendencies 
which will make her marks mean s omething entirely 
different from the marks of another teacher ••.•• 
not differences in actual accompl ishment of the 
pupils , but by differences in standards used by 
teachers in making their judgment •••••• Teachers 
differ in tho qualities they hope to test by the 
questions used in examining their pupils . 
G. • Ruch, Ibid.. 
10 
.... . • Tr 'bue , ea.sur1n~ R "'Ults in .ducat1oh. 
6 
11 
Odell is of the opinion that some teachers measure 
their achievement, others their ability to perform , or 
their effort put forth, or their behavior, nd other 
factors . 
In consequence there is a difference of opinion . 
The followine passage 1s a citation from Odell: 
Those who do not admit validity o~ the 
conclusions drawn maintain the marks collected 
and used ~ere not assigned under ordinary school 
circumstances, but rather under conditions 
which produce much greater variation !~an ia 
the case in general school practice . 
13 This quotation is also taken from Odell: 
Not only has it been shown that the marks 
assigned are decidedly inaccurate, but also 
tat an , lf not ost , examinations are given 
· 1th ut any clear conception of their function . 
On the otb.er hand, Bolton maintains that in the 
marking of a single problem alm~st a third of the 
teache a &gree with average rating exaetly and that not 
more than another third differed by not over one per 
cent . The average vari&tion as approximately five per 
cent . 
Charles • Odell, Op . Cit . 
13 
Charles ~1. Odell, 1ducationo.l easurement in 
High School . pp . 439 - 262. 
CHAPTER II 
The data Tor this ex1H::!ri:ment v,:as: secured from the 
seventh grade pupils of the Emerson J'unior Righ School 
in Enid, Oklahoma. The test whieh was used v1as emu-
posed of t:1nelve verbal problems; so:m.e of whioh in-
volved several steps in the solution; others involved 
delicate decisions as is the case in verbal problems 
dealing witl1 percentage. Th.is test was given in the 
regular class period whioh was 50 r{dnutes in length .. 
y-
Eaeh paper tiras identified by number tather than by 
name. ot the eight groups of seventh grade children 
1n this sehool, five groups eontaining 171 children 
took the ·test. Of the ti ve groups, four were enrolled 
in the writer•s classes and the f'i:t"th group, t:vhich wa.s 
enrolled under another tennlher, had been used in a 
previous experiment. 1.l:hese groups have been designated 
by 1, 4, 5, 7, 8. The ola.s.s having the lowest mentality 
is indiaated by 1 and the highest is indieated by 8. 
Th.erefore, tr1e tv10 highest groups., the two middle groups, 
and the lowest men:tality gr011p.,. were ineluded in '.this 
exp•ariment. As it can readily be seen, the distribution 
of pupils is not normal, and the curve of the distribution 
is skewed away from the upper portion or toward the left. 
The writer (M) graded the papers according to the 
customs and standards of the school, and secured the 
se:rvieea or one other tascher on ot the ma.thematics 
department in the same sohool in grading the papers. 
The papers were then taken to the Eduoation Department 
of the Oklahoma l\.. .. gricult.ural and Meehanical College at 
stillv,ater, where twelve additional gradex-s (0, P, Q,, 
;1, s, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z) were secured from the 
graduate class. Of the fourteen teachers included in 
this experiment, two have never taught any kind of 
mathematics, and :four others have never taught seventh 
grade mathemat1c.n~. Of the eight remaining teache.rs who 
have taught .seventh grade arithmetic, only two a.re 
teaching it at the present time. 1~1.th suoh a wide 
variation of qualifications, one would eXpeet a low 
coeftieie:n.t of correlation between grading and regrad• 
int; the papers. uov1aver,: this is not true for the 
maJo:c0 ity oT the teachers had a ¢oef'fioient of correlation 
above 0.90. But the coefficient of correlation betv,een 
accuracy and years of service was only .09 tor the 
tea.ehers ta.king part in this experiment. 
In erading the papers no marks ·were ma.de upon the 
papers themselves, but the grades were placed upon 
small slip.s of paper having mmbers corresponding to 
the numbers upon the papers. Each grader assigned 
indepe:nd.ent numerical marks to ea.oh of the 171 papers. 
No grader knew the marks give.n by any other grader. 
After a time interval of approximately one rn.onth, 
the graders were rcconven.e<l and cooperation vras asked 
in a second .marking of the papers. Ni th out an excep-
tion, each grader agreed to assist in the remarking. 
The papers were nov, reduced to 100 in number. Group 1, 
which vras the lowest in mentality, was eliminated, and 
a sufficient number \'\!'as. discarded from the beginning of 
each re:c1ainlng grouJ) in order to have exactly 25 papers 
left in each of the four groups. As be:fore the marks 
were placed upon slips of paper having nu.aibers corr es-
ponding to the numbers on the papers. The results a.re 
tabulated in Teble I .• 
The arithmetical mean. the standard deviation, and 
the coefficient of correlation were found for each 
grader. Since this group is f'ar above norm.al, the norrn-
al frequency curve was skewed aeoording to that portion 
of the probability integral table given by Symonds. 
In sor1:e schools there is a general tendency 
to skev1 the distribution of marks e.vro.y from the 
higher marks, that is to give a greater per-
centage of A's and B's than n•s and ?'s·-~···· 
one could use a table of probability integral to 
detel:'!!1ine the sif;.'ma limits for the different 
marks. r.rhe p:recise1procedure for this will not 
be described here. 
Symonds gives this table: 
Percival u. ,Symonds, Heasurement in seoondar:t 










tJ1Jove i 1.1.4- sii;rna 
from ! .40 signm to i 1.14 sigma 
from ..:.69 sigma to i .40 sigzn.a 
from -l.68 sigma to -.69 sigma 
below -1.68 sigma · 
BY use of the above method the rela'ti·q-e numerical 
grades for both gradings 1,;H,~re converted into :relative 
letter grades for each of the graders. In order to 
8Xar:i.!:H~ the er1tica1 poil:rts more oa.refull;:l, the B's, 
C's and })ts 1>'1ere subd.ivided into three parts, that is, 
Bx B, B-; C!, C, 0-; and Dz, D, D- and tt1e A's were 
subd1 vided :tnto two parts ii.' s and .A-' s. 
'I'o n1ake the l10rlzontal grades c o:rnpara'ble v'Ji th the 
vertical, both the vertical and horizontal grades were 
tallied by orders. Perfect agreement wa.s counted as 
zero order; disagreement of oue.-third standa!-:'d devia-
ti on v1as counted as first order, that is, B- and 0± or 
10 
Band B-; disagreement of two-thirds sta:nda.r<l deviation 
1t.ras eounted as second order, that is Bi and B-; disa-
greenent o-f three-thirds stan.d~u·d derv:tetion or one 
sigma Y'!as counted as third order, that is, Ci a11.d Dl:. 
In like manner any further orders needed were counted. 
The number of grades of' the first order was multiplied 
by one; those of' the second order by two; those oi" the 
third order by three, etc. In thls manner the a:mount 
of dev-iat1on was found for each one- third sigma or each 
one- third t:rade for both the graders and the papers. 
Although arithmetic is considered an objective 
subject, verbal :problems ln,rnlving several steps were 
chosen to counteract this objectivity and make the test 
more subjective and ;uore in harmony w:ltll the averagG 
school situ.a ti on. 'i!hen a pupil ts dee is ion nust be 
m.&da as to the nu,'Tibcr of steps involved in the solution 
of a problem, the attitude of the grader :r:iay t.mttrcly 
different from that of one grading a drill problem. 
Should the .::mpil not have credit for kn.owing the :steps, 
although the result is :tncorreet? 
1ABLE I 
NUMERICAL AND RELATIVE GRADES OF 100 PAPERS 
Paper Grad- Grader 
~ · ing M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
43 Jirst 60 88 75 ?4 75 67 A~ 75 79 42 75 65 2/3 83 82 
- ~ BJ B B- B- B B- B- B D:E B- B- C- Ci 
Second. 70 -80--75 65 75 94 90 76 66 84 83 173 ___ 66-27383 83 
0 Ci B Ci B- A- B B- C! BJ B B- B B 
44 First 70 59 - rto: '70 50 70 72 50 58 59 50 41--273- '73 2/3 75 
C c~ B- B- C- Cf C C- C C C- C• Ci 0 
secona~ ~ 45 50 43 68 72 5t> 42 . . . 50 ---i'75 .. 41 2/3 66 sa 
c' DJ Di c- Di O O D! c- -· ~ c- B- 1 c- Ci c-
45 First 81 84 75 75 75 82 88 79 79 75 75 75 80 82 
B- B B ~ B- B- B- B B B B- B B- Ci 
s econd 81 84 75 70 75 87 85 75 75 75 83 173 75 78 88 
B- B- B B- B- B B- B- B B- B B B- Bi 
46 First 86 78 76 75 75 80 90 79 79 75 83 1/5 66 2/3 8? 92 
B B- B B B- B- B B B B- Bi B- B B 
seeond 91 so 70 78 75 ?S 94 73 75 75 91 273 66 273 79 e 
Bi B! D- Bi B- B- Bi B- B D- A- B- n- B 
47 First 80 72 60 53 &2 79 68 56 64 62 50 50 74 7 
B- C! C C! C B- B- 0 Ci OJ C- C Cl Ci 
second 82 78 50 60 60 79 84 57 · 65 · · 58 · 91 2/3 66 · 2/3 55 76 
B- C! 0- Ci C B- C! C- Ci O A- B- Ci 0·3: 
1'irst 38 41 40 40 50 63 52 33 42 38 66 2/3 41 2/3 4:9 60 
D- D D! Di C- C D D Di DI C! C- Di DJ 
second 46, 51 45 -40 -~42i--34 54 3? 33 38~--41-2J3412J342- 60 




TABLE I (Continued) 
NUMERICAL AND RELATIVE GRADES OF 100 PAPERS 
Grader 
Mo. 1ng M N O P Q, ~ S T U V W :X: Y Z 
49 First ga 96 90 95 92 93 96 92 92 92 91 2/3 91 2/3 ~5 98 
A .A- A- A A- Bi Hi A- A- A'~ A- · A B! Bi 
Second 97 9fl 92 95 92 95 97 gz 92 92 83 173 91 275 96 96--
a~ A- A- A A- A- B! A- A- A- B A A- A-
0 First S,2 78 ?O 75 69 ·77 92 71 71 75 58 2/3 66 2/3 81 82 
D- B- fl- B C! Of C! D- C! B- 0 B- B Ci 
second s2-so 10 6~ ev 11 84. 69 st; 75 e1 1/3 es~2T3-67 7s 
B- Cf B- Ci Cl Ci Cf Cl Cl B- 'B B- Ci . ___ I3_-~ , 
51 First 65 73 95 ?8 75 76 ?6 75 75 · 75 75 66 2/3 71 74 
C C! B B B- Ci O B- B- B- B• B- C C 
seconcf 75 75 75 83 ?5 75 76 '71 75 75 83 1~6-6 ·273 75 75 
Ci Ci B A- B- CI O B- E B- B B- B- C! 
52 First 99 96 90 93 96 94 97 95 88 96 91 2/3 91 273 96 98 
.A. A- A- A- A A- Bf A Bi A. A- A A- Bi 
secondlOO 92 92 87 83 96 97 96 90 92 100 100 74 96 
A B! A- A- Bi A- Bi A A- A- A A B- A-
53 First 87 78- eo es 70 90 ea 83 ea so 75 75 91 92 
B B- BJ Bi Ci Bl B- B! Oi D B- B Bi B 
second· 91 88_ 78 70 83 85 90 81 75 87 83 1/3 75 76 - ~-~6 
BI B B B- Bi B B Bf B A- B B B- B 
54 First 90 88 05 05 83 92 94 75, 76 88 83 1/3 75 85 95 
Bf B! A- B! Bi B! Bi B- D- A- Bf B B Bi 
s eoond 94 88 ·· 85 · 80 -87 - 87 94 79 66 -- ---- 83 ___ _ 83 173- 75,___ 93 ---- 95 
Bi B __ Bl Bi Bi B B: B C! B! B B A• A-
t . 
Paper Grad-
TABLE I ( continue4) 
NUMERICAL AND RELATIVE GRADES OF 100 PAPERS 
Grader 
~o . ing M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
55 First 83 70 65 60 60 65 86 52 56 71 50 50 80 91 
B- O! C! C C C B- C C B- C- C B- B 
seoond 95 72 60 58 54 72 84 65 5-0 50 83 1/3 50 77 f/6-
Bi C C a a Ci C! Ci c- o- B C B- Cl 
56 First 61 50 35 37 35 56 62 37 46 40 33 1/3 33 1/3 60 66 
C- D! D D D . C- D! D! D! D! D DJ C- C-
seoond 66 65 35 45 35 45 60_ 35 33 33 50 3!3 1/3 37 52 
C C- D C- D Di D! D D D C- D! D D! 
57 First 93 iO 85 BO 83 90 94 87 87 84 75 83 1/3 83 1/3 96 
13! B! A• B B! B! B! A- B! B! B- A.- B- Bi 
second 92 92 -83 76 87 92 94 95 85 92 91 2/Z 83 1/3 85-- 92 
Bi Bi Bl B Bi Bl Bi A B! A A- A- 'Sf B! 
58 First 66 6'1 65 65 55 70 68 62 52 75 58 1/3 50 '71 72 
C C O! Cf C Ci C- C! C B• C O C C 
seoond 73 66 65 50 60 76 74 63 5S 67 66 2/3 58 l/3 64 69 
C! C- Cf C- C C! C O O Cl C! C! C 0 
59 First 83 77 '75 78 70 84 82 79 79 84 '15 75 81 1/3 8-l 
B- B- B BO! B Ci B B Bi B- a B- . C 
second 93 ?9 70 68 7g 82 80 77 75 8.3 83 1/3 ,75 80 75 
B! C! B- B- B B• C! B B . B:£ B B B C! 
a First 25 20 25 30 17 32 38 17 17 25 25 26 14 2/3 32 
F F D- D- F D- F F F D- D- D- 1 F 
seoond 24 20 25 25 17 25 34 25 17 25 25 25 17 40 
F F F D- F F 1 D- 1 D- F D . F D- .... 
Jl:I,. 
Paper Grad-
TABLE I (oont1nued) 
NtmiIERICAL ~\tID RELATIVE GRl DES OF 100 PAPFBS 
Grader 
No. ing M N O P Q R S T U V 11 X Y Z 
irst 5l 80 70 68 70 84 82 67 50 71 06 2/3 66 2/3 60 92 
Gl C~ B- B- C! Ci B O! Ci C- B- CI B- C- U 
Seoond 83 58 ?5 53 68 5? 84 67 . 86 oo 66 2/3 66 2/5 50 83 
B- D! B C Ci C- Ci Ci C! C! Ci B- C- B 
_irst 84 79 75 75 75 8? 82 75 75 75 75 65 2/3 75 79 
62 B B- B B B- B Ci B- B- B- B- B- Ci Ci 
seoond 80 88 75 63 75 76 82 75 75 75 75, 66 2/3 79 75 
B- B B Cf B- Ci Ci B• B B- B- B- B C! 
First 76 62 35 40 55 50 Ge 39 45 45 33 1/3 33 1/3 81 76 
3 0 C D D:E C D! C- Di Di C- D Di D- ,_ Ci 
second 64 63 50 35 42 56 76. 43 !33 33 58 1/3 33 1/3 55 55 
• C- C- D Di 0- Ci Di D D C Di C- ,Di 
First 97 89 90 93 ~2 95 97 92 92 100 83 2/3 83 2/3 95 98 
(3;4 A- A A- A- A- A- BJ A- Jt- A Bi A- Bl B; 
s econd 96 95 92 82 95 100 97 92 92 92 100 83 1/3 96 95 
B:f A... ;..- Bi A A Bi } .. - A- A- A A- A A-
First 8 2 65 65 &O 60 61 62 oA 65 o2 58 2/3 68 1/3 78 1/3 82 
65 B- O Ci C a c- O! Ci C! C! C O! Ci C! 
s econd 82 75 60 60 60 68 62 64. 58 58 . 60 2/3 58 1/3 75 73 
B- C! 0 C! C C C! C C O C! Cl B- Ci 
First 87 52 70 70 70 80 84 64 65 54 58 1/ 3 58 l/3 84 85 
66 B Di B~ B- C B- Ci Ci Ci O C Gi B- B-
seoond 86 6"1 70 63 64 74 8·2 68 58 58 55 58 l/3 ?'1 BO 
B C B- C! C! O:E O! C- C .Q__ - -- _I3-~--~,. Cl :a- B- ..... (JI 
TABLE I (continued} 
NU}tERICAL AND RELATIVE GRADES OF 100 PAPERS 
Pa:per Grad- Grader 
o . ing M N O . P Q. R S T U V W X Y Z 
First 78 75 65 68 '15 69 78 67 69 71 75 65 2/3 83 l/3 88 
Ci C! Ci C:E B- C Ci Ci B B- B- B- B- B-67 seoond 78 75 70 60 75 72 86 69 '15 66 83 l/3 66 2/3 72 83 1/3 
Ci C! B- C:E B- Ci B• C! B Ci B B- Ci B 
First 65 &2 40 45 55 50 76 54 58 50 50 41 2/3 54 79 
77 0 ~ Di Di O Di C O C 0- G- 0- Di Ci seoond 69 60 50 53 50 55 68 50 50 50 662/3 50 55 70 
o c- c- o c- c- c... ni c- c- oi a c.- ____ ~c 
First 98 96 90 93 92 ~3 97 92 92 91 2/3 83 1/3 91 2/3 95 98 
'18 A A- A- A- A- Bi B! A- A- A• Bi A Bi B! second 96 96 92 90 92 92 95 92 92 92 100 91 2/3 95 96 
B! A- A- A- A- B! Bi A- A- A• A A A- A-
--· ··· First~ -60 45 50 50 · 50 - 74 46 -56 · ·- ·· 46___ · 33 1/3 - 33 1/3 59 73 
0 0- Pi 0- 0- D! C· C- 0 0- D DI 0- C 
Second 71 68 50 53 45 55 70 46 42 50 5ffI/3 41 2/3 50 65 
C C 0- C C- C- Q- D! 0- C- 0 C- C- 0 
irst 2 o 10 12 O O 5 o o o o O o a 
80 
F F F F ~ F r F r F F F F .~~ 
second 2 13 10 12 O, o 6 0 O O O O O O 
1 1 F F F F F F F F F F' F 7 
First 56 4i 35 35 42 &O 58 38 49 41 2/3 33 1/3 33 1/3 40 53 
D! DI D D D! C• D D! 0- D! D Di D- D - · -~- --~ --------~ 
Bl seoond 55 42 35 35 42 50. 58 3'7 33 3'f 50 33 1/3 47 62 
Di 0- D D Di D! D! D D Di C- Dl . _ _ _I:)J Q- ..... 
O> 
TABLE I (continued) 
NUMERICAL AND RELATIVE GRADES OF 100 PAPERS 
Paper Grad- Grader 
No . 1ng '.M N. O P Q. R s T ~ .U ___ :!___- ·-- - _Jf ___ _ l; ____ ~ ~L~-- .. - .. z 
First 30 20 10 15 17 20 38 10 16 2/3 16 2/3 a 1/3 a 1/3 10 30 
St '111 F 1 FF FF F 1 F F J' F 
second 33 34 10 12 8i 23 34 12 e 1/3 8 1/3 l 'I l/3 8 1/3 10 2.5 
F F 1 1 F F 1 F F F 1 1 F F 
First 63 55 45 45 50 50 62 42 50 46 41 2/3 58 i/3 49 64 
83 
c- c- Di Di 0- Di DI D! C- a- D! Ci D! 0-
second 64 56 40 45 50 47 94 50 42 43 41 2/3 41 2/3 46 63 
C- Di D C- C- Di B! Di C- 0- D c- Di C 
First 71 76 65 68 6.5 75 82 64 68 63 56 58 1/3 70 21 
Ci B- Ci O! C! OI Oi Ci C! Ci C- Ci O F 
second 82 80 60 55 o'l 70 82 61 58 66 2/3 83 1/3 58 l/3 67 76 
B- C! Q C O! C! Cl C C Cl B Ci Oi B 
First 56 35 25 25 25 50 48 29 31 25 ~ l/3 25 51 45 
95 
F D- D- D- D- Di D- D D- D- D D• Di D-
Second 34 45 35 38 25 20 46 25 25 25 25 25 38 44 
1 D- D DI D- F D- D- D- D- F D D D 
First 61 42 35 38 21 50 66 31 39 29 25 25 53 67 
SC> 
a- D D D ~ DI c- D D D D- D- Di a-
second 70 55 30 33 33 50 e.2 31 25 29 58 1/3 25 47 47 
0 Di D- D D D! Di D D- D O D Di D 
First 75 6'1 50 53 70 74 86 68 64 58 l/3 58 5o 68 92 
. O! C C- C- C! Ci B- Ci Ci C C- C C B 
second '15 84 50 53 67 85 74 --58 --,2 - 4'1 66 2/3 50 63 84 
C! B- c- C Ci B a c- p.::___ - . c ... ____ _J-'i__ C C - - B .... 
..:, 
TABLE I (oontinued) 
NU.MERICAL AND :ro!LATIVE GR.ADES OF 100 PAPERS 
Paper Grad- Grader 
No . ill§ M N 0 p 9' R s T u V w X y z 
First 78 oO 50 55 47 60 74 44 60 35 41 2/3 41 1/3 50 73 
Cl c- o- C c- c- C c- 0 D D! c- c- 0 
88 second 78 72. 45 45 42 50 70 46 42 43 58 1/3 41 1/3 46 53 
Oi 0 Di c- D! Di c- D! c- D:f C c- D! C 
First ?3 60 60 eo 50 45 70 58 58 41 2/3 58 1/3 50 62 73 
89 
Ci c ... C C c- D c- C C Di C C c- C 
~econd 67 70 50 53 50 58 66 58 50 50 58 1/3 50 54 78 
0 C c- 0 c- c- c- o- c- c- C C c- B-
First 72 60 45 45 35 55 82 54 56 411/3 41 1/Z 41 2/3 70 80 
Ql C! c- D! D! D c- O:f Q C D-i D! c- C C! 
second 74 64 45 43 50 57 80 44 42 50 58 1/3 33 1/3 56 66 
Ci o- D:E Di c- c- O! DI c- o- C Di 0 a 
First 40 32 25 28 17 35 56 29 3S 2~ 33 1/3 25 33 50 
g2 D- F D- D- 1 D- D D D D- D D- F D 
seeond 20 40 25 25 30 33 42 25 25 25 53 2/3 25 30 39 
1 1 F n- D D- F 0- D• D- D- D D- D-
First 78 60 60 63 55 50 84 5~ 64 58 1/3 50 41 2/3 69 ea 
3 
Ci o- 0 C! e c- C! 0 O! C c- c- 0 Ci 
Second 77 68 55 58 58 65 80 41 50 50 66 2/3 33 l/3 61 66 
C:E a 0 C C C Oi n a- c- C! Di 0 C - First 48 33 25 25 33 38 52 27 37 33 1/3 25 25 43 52 
94 
D D- D- D- DD- D- D- l') D D- n- D D 
second 45 45 20 25 21 35 50 Z3. 25 25 25 .25 57 38 
D D- F D- D D ... D- D D- D- y D .. 0 .. __ D_- ..., 
CD 
Paper Grad-
No . ing 
' 
M N 
First 64 48 
5 0 
Di 
seoond o7 60 
C c-
]'irat 27 29 
96 
F F 
second 35 38 
J! F 
97 
rirst 55 48 
D3 Di 
second 52 72 
i C 
First 75 62 
98 
Ci C 
second 75 72 
Of C 
F1rat 44 37 
99 
D D-
second 48 47 
D D 
irst 92 S8 
:al Bf lOO second 91 84 
Bi B-
TABL'E I (continued) 
NUMERICAL AND RELAT~ GRADES OF 100 PAPERS 
Grade·r 
0 p 9« R s T u V. w 
35 40 38 32 70 32 45 41 2/3 41 2/3 
D D! D D- c- D Di Di Di 
35 38 53 43 68 41 25 25 41 273 
D DI D D c- D D ... D- D-
20 18 17 20 40 21 26 lo 2/5 25 
P' F F F F D- F F D-
25 30 17 25 38 25 1'1 16 2/3 17 1/3 
F D- -g F F D- F F F 
35 35 38 46 68 33 43 54 33 1/3 
D D Di D o- D DI C D! 
35 38 33 60 5& 33 3;, 33 1/3 41 2/3 
D D! D C D D D D D 
45 48 · 50 60 84 50 52 45 41 2/3 
Di c- c- o- Ci c- c- c- D! 
45 50 54 64 80 50 42 33 l/3 50 
Di c- C C Ci Di c- D O• 
20 20 33 40 54 27 33 29 25 
F F D D D D- D D D-
30 30 33 38 44 26 25 25 41 2/3 
D- D- D D r D- D- D- D 
60 60 '75 90 90 81 83 85 2/3 75 
Q Q B- Bi B B:f Bi C:E B-
70 75 85 86 90 62 56 75 . 85 l/3 
B- B B- B B a Ct B- B 
X y z 
25 57 60 
D- c- c-
25 49 47 
D o- D! 
16 2/3 21 25 
F ., F 
16 2/3 13 33 
D- F ., 
33 1/3 43 6'1 
D:£ .., D c-
33 1/3 37 48 
Di D l) 
41 2/3 55 83 
c- DI CJ 
41 2/3 ~ 62 
c- c- c-
25 32 70 
D- F 0 
25 36 34 
D D F 
66 2/3 80 95 
B- B- B:i 
66 2/3 78 a& 
B- B- B.! 
t-J' 
'° 
TABLE I (continued) 
NUMERICAL AND RELATI VE GRADES OF 100 PAPERS 
-
Paper Grad- Grader 
No . i!!§ M N O P Q R S t U V W X Y Z 
r1rat ea ao 'lO 73 15 75 90 75 a1 66 2/3 B3 1/3 66 2/3 01 93 
B B- B- B- B- Ci B B- B C! Bf E- B- B 
101 second 82 84 75 79 79 84 90 71 66 75 91 66 2/3 75 BO 
B- B• B Bi B B B B• 0! B- A- B- B- B-
First 75 75 70 65 80 78 86 68 81 75 75 &e 2/3 ?4 86 
Oi Ci B- Oi B YB- B• O! B B- B• B- O! B-
Seoond 82 BO 75 78 B5 80 82 75 75 75 75 · 66 2/3 75 SO 102 
D- O! . B BJ B! B• Cl B- B B B- B B- B-
il"st 40 34 30 35 3S 38 46 35 33 35 . 25 25 29 47 
112 
D- D- D- D D D- 7 D! D D D- D- F D 
second 40 39 40 39 37 36 46 37 35 33 17 25 30 42 
D- F D Df D! D- D D D D 7 D D- D-
First 49 55 55 50 43 55 66 44 50 45 41 2/3 41 2/3 51 63 
113 
D C- C C- DI 0- C• C- 0- C- Di C- Di C-
second 62 57 45 45 · 42 58 64 52 42 43 33 1~41273 50 52 
C- Di D! · C- Di C- C- D! C- C- D- C- G- Di 
First 69 61 60 60 60 SO 70 58 62 58 1/3 66 2/3 58 1/3 57 50 
114 C C C Ci C C- C- C- C O O! Ci C D seoond 68 6? 60 6:3 50 60 70 58 58 58 91 2/3~ 173 51 66 
C C O 0: o~ C 0- 0 C C A- Ci C- C 
First 22 54 20 25 17 40 48 i2 22 45 41 2/3 8 1/3 30 66 
115 F D- 1 D- F D D- F F a- Di F F o~. 
, second 2g :;e, 20 O 25 40 40 20 a l/3 16 2/3 58 2/3 8 1/3 15 40 
F Di F Y D D F F F l C 1 F D-
~ 
TABLE I (cont inued ) 
NU1\1ERICAL AND RELATI VE GRADES OF 100 PAPEBS 
Paper Grad- Grader 
ing M N O P Q. R S T U . V ··- -~ W ~ X_~ Y Z 
irst 95 95 90 85 92 95 97 Q2 87 83 1/3 100 91 2/3 95 98 
117 A- A- A• Bi A- A- Bi A- Bi Bi A A B! Bi Second 95 96 90 go 96 95 96 92 83 83 91 2/3 91 2/3 94 9& 
Bi A- A- A- A A- B! A- Bi Bi A- A A- A-
First 58 51 45 45 50 46 78 44 50 16 2/5 41 2/3 50 59 48 
116 
C- Di Di Di C- D O C- C- 1 D! C 0- D 
s eeond 58 55 50 45 50 60 56 50 42 43 41 2/3 41 2/3 50 50 
C- Di C- C- C- C D Di C- c- D C- C- Di 
----- ----- - ----~-----------
First 69 49 40 43 43 45 10 37 47 20 33 l/3 331/3 58 73 
119 C Di Di Di Di D 0- Di DJ F D Di C- 0 seoond 68 59 50 33 42 58 68 43 33 33 1/3 50 33 1/3 44 65 
C Di C- D Di C- 0- Di D D C- Pi D! C 
First 82 84 55 60 ao 80 90 77 79 79 66 2/3 66 2/3 71 90 
B- B Ci C B B- ~ B Ci B- B- B- B Ci 
1 2-0 s econd 78 88 70 65 80 80 86 V5 66 75 75 66 2/3 79 77 
Ci B B- Ci B B- B• B- Ci B- B- B- B C! 
First 59 64 45 45 45 53 74 48 50 45 41 2/3 41 2/3 58 58 
121 
C- C D! Di C- Di C C- C- C- Di C- C- di 
second 65 64 45 4~ 46 52 70 ~6 42 - -~43 50 -41 2,73 46 54 
C C- Di C- C- C- C- Di 0- C- 0- 0- DI Di 
First 99 96 90 93 92 100 95 95 99 95 83 l/3 100 98 96 
122 A A- A- A- A- A Bf A A A Bl A A B! 
second 99 98 85 83 100 95 96 100 92 95 100 100 100 98 
• A A- Bi A A- A A f! 
'l'i\BLE I ( continued) 
NUMERICAL AND RELATIVE GRA.DES OF 100 PAl'ERS 
Paper Grad- Grader 
No . ing M N 0 p 9i R s T u V VI X y z 
24 10 12 Si 23 42 12 14 13 8 1/3 12 1/2 23 30 
123 u- F :F F F F F' F F F F F' F F 
second 36 32 15 32 17 24 40 12 8 8 1/3 58 1/3 8 1/3 14 43 
F F , D F F 1l' F F F 0 F F D ... 
First 14 43 25 30 17 30 36 25 21 16 2/3 16 2/3 16 1/2 12 48 
124 
F D D- D- F F F D- J! F 'Jr F r D 
second 17 46 20 15 25 34 44 17 17 16 2/3 25 16 2/3 18 43 
F D- .., F D- D- F F F 1! F F J! D 
First 45 38 25 25 37 48 48 25 25 33 25 29 1/6 25 45 
D 0- D- D- D:E Di D- D- E' D D- D 11' n-
125 second 43 42 25 30 38 0 60 29 33 33 1/3 58 1/3 16 2/3 40 30 
D- D- F D- Di F D- D- D D C D- D:f F -
First 68 55 60 eo 58 60 64 58 54 58 41 2/3 74 1/3 55 59 
126 C C C C C c- D: G c- C Di D D:f Di 
second 60 42 45 56 58 60 46 58 58 58 50 58 1/3 59 53 
c- D- Df C 0 e D- o- 0 0 C Ci C Di 
First '19 88 6,0 63 5$ 77 88 68 74 75 '15, 58 1/3 '12 67 
1.2"1 
B- Bi C C! o- 01 B- CJ B- B- B- Ci Ci c-
:seco nd 78 80 60 60 67 73, 82 6>6 66 66 2/3 58 1/3 58 1/3 80 75 
CI C! C C! C! O! Ci Oi C Ci C Ci B CJ 
irst 58 51 50 55 60 55 54 54 54 62 75 33 1/3 55 46 
l28 C C a- 0 C c- Di 0 c- Ci B- D:E Di D-
second 65 67 70 50 46 55 66 54 50 50 66 2/3 50 50 64 
e 0 B- o- c- c- c- c- o- c- Ci ~~~-. C_·-··  C- 0 N ti:> 
:.;:~ 
' ' -
TABLE I ( oont-:i.nt1ed) 
', \ 
NUMERICAL AND RELATIVE GRADES OF 100 PAPERS 
,per Grad- Grader 
• 1~ M N 0 p g. . R s T u V 1V 
First 46 40 20 20 . 27 201 50 29 28 33 l /3 16 2/3 25 43 48 
129 
D D F ., D- 11' D- D D- D F D- D D 
s~oond 47 42 30 30 33 25 52 29 25 28 25 25 43 44 
D D- D- D- D F D D- D• D- F D Di D 
First 56 46 25 30 ~5 22 54 25 25 30 33 1/3 55 43 3$ 
130 D! Dl D- D- D F D D- F D D C D F second 51 49 30 35 25 36 58 29 33 25 33 1/3 25 25 34 
DJ Di D- D D- D- Di D- D D- D ... D D- F 
First 67 71 55 58 60 87 68 71 58 54 66 2/3 66 2/3 72 34 
151 
C Ci C 0 · o B c- B- C 0 Ci B- Ci F 
second 72 72 60 63 76 82 ?8 6,7 66: 66 2/3 58 1/3 58 1/3 72 2/3 71 
C 0 C Cl Ci B- Ci Cf C! Ci 0 Ci CJ Ci 
First 78 72 45 45 53 62 84 50 62 56 2/ 3 41 2/3 50 70 67 
132 
CJ C! Di D! c- C Ci c- C C! DJ C 0 c-
second 74 ?4 50 50 58 75 8 2 56 42 43 66 2/3 33 1/3 70 63 
Ci Ci c- c- C ot C:E c- c- c- Ci Di C C 
First 49 66 40 4 5 42 45 68 41 37 45 33 l/3 33 1/3 5!3 58 
133 
D C D! D! Di D c- Di D c- D D:E D! Dx 
second 54 53 40 40 42 68 62 52 53 33 1/3 33 1/5 33 1/3 44 50 
D! Di Di .D! Di C D! D:E D D n .. D! Di Dl 
First 68 66 50 60 60 62 80 62 62 &a 50 50 6'1 ao 
134 C 0 c- C Ci 0 O! ct C Ci c- C C oi 
second 73 76 60 50 58 54 66 58 50 54 66 2/3 50 60 66 rl C! Cl C o- C c- o- c- o- C G! C C ,, u-
TABLr- (cont inued) 
NITMERICt~L AND RELATIVE GRADES OF 100 PAP ER$ 
·Paper Grad- Grader 
No . ing M N O P 9t R S T U V W X Y Z 
First 85 82 60 60 60 67 84 &2 6& 72 65 2/3 58 1/3 o5 74 
B B C C C C Ci Ci C! B- Ci CI · 0 C 
155 s econd 60 ·· 64 60 68 67--75 · 82 - 66 58 - --- 59 - ---55-- 2/3 58-1/3 67 - 72 
B- B- O C CJ Ci Ci Ci C C Oi C! C! Ci 
irst 30 43 25 25 29 50 60 29 29 30 25 25 40 53 
136 1" D D- D- D- Di D- D D- 0 D- D- D- F 
s econd 2.9 54 33 26, 29 37 50 29 25 25 33 1/3 25 29 4:8 
F D! D- D- D D D- D- D- D- D- D D- D 
First 72 78 70 75 75 87 80 75 75 75 66 3/2 66 2/3 78 84 
C! B- B- B B- B Ci B- B- B• Ci B- Ci B• 
137 s econd 85 · 84 75 53 · 25 78 90 75 66 66 2/3 58 1/3 66 2/3 70 75 
B- B- B O D- B- B B- C! Ci C B• CJ Ci 
~1r st 98-i0098 l.OO 100 l.OOlOO--I:60-100 ·- --·100___  100 91 2.l3foo-- 99 
A A A A A A l A A A A A A A-
147 s econdlOO 100 98 100 100 100 100 100 100 1 00 100 91 2/3 100 100 
\ A A A A A A A A A A A A A 
Fi r st 91 90 75 8 0 03 86 95 83 84 76 8 3 l/3 75 8'1 92 
148 Bi Bi B B Bi B Bi Bi Bi B- Bl B . B B 
second 94 96 75 83 84 72 96 83 83 75 83 1/3 7~ 84 912/3 
Dt A- B A- Bf Ci Bi Bi Bl B- B B BJ Bi 
'i r st 80 8·2 75 '70 75 80 92 79 79 · 84 - 83 I/3 75 88 69 
B- B B B- B- B- B B B Bi Bi B B 0 
149 second ao ea 75 75 79 78 aa 79 75 83 75 75 70 79 
B- B B B B B- B- B B B! B- B O! B-
~ 
TABLE 1 ( continued) 
NUMERICAL AND RELATIVE GRAD,~3 OF 100 PAPERS 
Paper Grad- Grader 
No . 1ng !~ N 0 p Q. R s T u V w X y z 
First 83 66 60 65 58 67 86 68 68 62 58 1/3 58 1/3 70 74 
150 
B- C! C G! C C B- C:E Ci Ci C Ci C C - 66 2/3 58 l/3 s eeond 74 60 60 56 58 75 88 62 58 58 1/3 73 63 
Cf c- C C C Ci B- a C Oi 0 Ci B- C 
Fi r st 85 88 80 80 83 85 88 75 87 88 83 1/3 '75 87 90 
151 
B Bi Bi B Bi B B- B- Bi A- Bi B B B 
second 88 88 85 83 86 92 90 83 83 83 83 1/3 75 86 86 
B B Bi A- Bf Bi B Bi B:E Bi B B B! B 
First 76 82 60 60 60 70 86 58 64 60 58 1/3 50 74 92 
1 52 
Cf B 0 C:£ C Ci B- C Oi C C C Ci B 
second 75 80 65 59 67 6~ 82 62 5S 58 66 273 50 55 75 
Cl 0:£ C! C CJ C! Ci C _.Q_ C C! C C± O! 
First 89 ~2 80 80 90 ae 94 83 87 75 83 1/3 83 1/3 89 91 
153 
Bi B! Bi B A- B! Bi Bi Bi B- BI A- B B 
second 90 92 90 82 84 88 97 83 83 83 75 83 1/3 84 90 
B Bi A- Bi Bi B! Bi Bi B:l B! B- l\.- B± Bi 
First 81 92 80 80 92 95 94 83 96 92 91 2/3 83 1/3 92 89 
154 
B• Bi Bf B A- Bi Bi BI A A- A- A- BI · B 
second as 96 90 90 92 96, 9..5 92 92 92 91 2/3 83 1/3 92 94 
B A- A- A- A- A- Bf A- A- A- A- A- A- A-
First 98 100 98 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
155 A A A A A A A A A A A A A A seeondlOO 100 98 98 ioo 100 100 100 100 l.00 100 1.00 95 98 
A A A 'A A A A A A A A A :,.. ... A N ,,g. Ul 
TABLE I ( cont inued) 
NUMRRICAL AND RF.LATIVi~ GHADES OF 1 00 PAPERS 
y 
Paper Grad- Grader 
No. ;~ M N 0 p 9. R s T u V r.l X y z 
First 60 72 40 45 60 60 82 50 54 54 41 ~/3 · 50 67 84 
156 c- Ci D- D! C c- Ci c- c- C Di C C B-second 69 68 50 54 50 55 84 50 50 58 41 2/3 50 48 70 
C C c- C c- c- C! Di d• C D:E C c- C 
First 70 70 60 58 60 66 84 58 54 50 58 2/3 50 6 7 76 
C Cl rt C C C Cf C c- c- 0 C C C:E 
157 
V 
Second 76 76 60 53 58 64 80 58 50 58 58 l/:3 50 51 75 
C:E Ci C 0 C C Ci c- o- C C C c- Ci 
Fi r st 86 'dO 80 83 83 84 9,5 83 83 84 83 1/3 76 88 82 
158 
B B! Bi Bi Bi Bi Bi Bi Bi Bi Bi B B C! 
s econd 84 92 85 80 92 84 95 83 83 75 83 1/3 75 83 83 
B- B~ Bi Bi Bi B BJ B! B! B- B 13 B B' 
irst 91 g2 90 95 92 93 95 87 89 92 91 2/ 3 83 1/3 9'1 92 
159 
Bi Bl A- A A- B! Bi A- A- . A- A- A- A- B 
s econd 9·4 92 85 90 86 85 94 83 92 92 100 83 1/3 92 93 
Bi Bi Bi A- Bi B Bi BJ A- A- A A- A- A-
First 83 80 70 75 6,7 81 84 70 71 ?5 75 66 2/3 78 80 
B- B- B- B Ci B- C! B- Ci B- B- B- Ci C! 
160 second 85 80 70 65 ?l 75 8 6 71 66 2 /3 58 75 65 2/3 ?3 79 
B- Ci B- Ci B- Ci B- B- Ci C B- B- B- B-
irst 81 79 70 ?O 75 80 92 ?9 81 84 75 66 2/3 80 79 
B- B- B- B .. B- B- C:I B Bi Bi B- B- B- Cl 
161 s econd 79 79 75 6,5 79 80 82 79 '15 83 75 66 2/3 79 75 
Ci ct -- B Ci B B- c~ B B BJ B- B- B Ci ~ 
TABLE I (continued) 
NUidERIG.AL AND RELATIVE GR.ADES OF 100 P .AP.Ei.1S 
.Fa.per Grad- Grader 
No. ing M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y ~ 
First 75 77 60 65 60 ?4 82 62 66 62 50 50 82 77 
Ci B- C CI C Ci C! CJ Ci Ci C- C Bi C-
162 
eeond 79 78 60 53 6? 77 88 62 50 62 63 1/3 50 62 82 
Cf C! C C C- B- B- C C- CI B C C B-
First 86 92 75 75 92 94 95 88 87 84 83 1/3 83 1/3 96 96 
B Bi B B A- A- B! A- B! B~ Bi A- ~- B! 
163 second 90~---88 75 82 82 90 ~5 83 75 92 83 1/3 83 1/3 87 92 
B B B Bi Bi B! Bi Bi B A- B A- Bi Bi 
First ?4 80 ?O 70 73 74 90 70 74 70 75 66 2/3 65 92 
Ci B- B- B- B- Ci B B- B- Cl B- B- C! B 
164 second 83 82 70 63 75 74 88 71 66 2/3 66 2/3 83 1/3 66 2/5 68 78 
n- n- B- C! n- C± R- E- Ci Ci B B- C± B-
irst 84 88 65 68 75 78 92 69 79 SO 66 2/3 66 2/5 86 92 
B Bi Ci C: B- B- B Ci B B CI B- B B 
165 second 77 86 75 63 75 62 92 75 75 75 75 66 2/~ 80 85 
C± B B Ci B- B- B B- B B- B- B• B TI 
First 88 i2 80 '15 92 92 94 91 91 88 91 2/3 75 92 98 
B Bi Bi B A- Bi Bi A- A- A- A- B Bi Bi 
166 second 96 92 85-82-85-~ 90 96 83 92 83 ··~ -ioo 83 1/3 78 92 
Bi Bi Bi Bi Bi Bi Bl B! A• BI A A- B- Bi 
First 86 92 85 88 92 93 95 87 87 68 91 2/3 75 93 9? 
B Bi A- A- A- Bi Bi A- Bi A- A- B B! Bi 
167 second 93 92 85 85 92 90 95 87 83 as 81 2/3 75 92 90 




No. 1n~ M N 
First 68 63 
168 C C second 66 80 
C Ci 
First 91 96 
l69 
Bi A-
second 97 92 
A- Bi 
First 79 88 
170 B- Bi 
second 89 80 
B Ci 
First 89 92 
171 Bi BI 
second 86 9 6 
B A-
TABL~ I (continued) 
NUMJJ!RICAL AND RELATIVE GRADES OF 100 PAPERS 
Grader 
0 p s R s T u V w X y 
50 53 54 68 '1'6 50 50 33 1/3 58 2/.3 50 48 
c- c- C C C c- c- D C C Di 
55 25 50 70 80 58 50 33 1/3 66 2/3 41 2/3 53 
a D'"" c- C! C! C• c- D O! c- c-
80 BO 85 85 95 87 87 88 83 1/3 75 80 
B! B Bi B Bi A- Bi A- Bi B B-
75 83 86 88 94 87 92 92 91 2/3 75 95 
B A- B:f Bi Bi A- A- A- A- ]3 A-
75 73 75 89 92 'lO 70 75 91 2/3 75 80 
B B- D- Bi B B- C! B- A- B B• 
75 73 75 88 go 75 66 66 2/3 83 l/3 75 60 
B B B- Bi B B- Ci Ci BI B C 
80 85 92 95 95 8'7 75 98 91 2/3 93 1/Z 94 
Bi B:! A- . A- Bx A- B- A A- A- B! 
75 95 82 93 95 92 92 92 91 2/3 83 l/3 95 






















.5i g a ]'1:rst 
sec on 





'72 . 05 
20 . 25 
21 . 10 
. 98 
12 
Y OF C.RAOING 
Grader 
0 p R 
71 . 7 50. 65 5? .s 60 . 25 66 . 85 7 . 05 
2l . 4 2l . l5 2l. . i 4 . 20 21.80 lS . 20 
1g . 3 21 . &5 21 . 45 23. 5 2. 80 19 . 20 
. 84 . 92 . S7 .83 . 91 . 9'1 
10 4. a 10 
l 
TABLE !I (continued) 
Gnder 
1~ T u ! 3 l Y Z 
Firat 59 . 45 61 .85 60 . 40 58. 1 55. 55 70 .• 45 73.'7$ 
· eeond 50 . 10 56 . 7 58 . 70 65. 40 54. 85 63 . 45 68 . 60 
First ~2 . l5 23 . 65 21 . 35 22 . 70 22 . 25 20.85 
second 22. ss 24. 0524. 95 23. 30 25 . 45 23 . 40 .19 . 90 






be.t,,een ave . 
ea.ch grader . 97 -~ . 94 . 96 . 95 . 95 A . 84 . 15 
Y r taught 
i n arith etic 
··- in 
l i 3 3 6 
2 10 
TJJ3LZ I II 
THE DISPLACEMENT OF R~LATIV1!! R~D~S BY ?EAORB~S 
Grade Grad- Grader 












_irst 8 9 12 9 15 8 2 15 9 14 11 14 6 3 
second 6 10 9 14 g 9 2 13 12 16 18 15 13 11 
First 33 35 28 29 22 32 37 24 29 28 2'l 30 32 34 
s econd 36 24 35 18 31 29 36 25 18 21 29 28 28 29 
First 37 31 26 30 38 32 39 35 38 31 27 32 34 39 
second 38 39 25 41 32 39 38 25 45 37 32 30 3 4 34 
First 14 19 27 26 16 21 15 21 15 20 29 18 1'7 15 
eeond 10 20 21 23 23 15 15 32 18 21 12 22 18 20 
First a 6 7 6 9 7 7 5 g 7 6 6 11 9 
second 10 7 lO 4 5 8 g 5 7 5 9 5 7 e 
zero 
order 84 73 70 66 80 58 82 79 85 73 58 89 o2 58 
irst 
order 16 26, 29 34 19 32 17 21 15 24 39 11 38 39 
second 
Order O 1 1 0 l O l O O 3 3 O O 2 
T r 










~ABLE III (continued) 
THE DISPLACEMENT OF RELATIVE GRADES BY TEACHERS 
zero 






36 56 43 
45 36 3 
60 50 49 48 23 73 41 37 
28 42 !36 35 42 21 37 36 
Order 4 9 4 15 e ? 10 6 13 12 23 5 16 1g 
Third 3 2 I 5~--~~~~- - ------tJ- - 5-- ----5 
Order 4th 24th 1 4 6th 14th 26th 14th l 24th 24th 5 5th 1 
5th l 5th 1 5th l 
6th l 6 7th l 







Grade Grad- Grader 
Assigned ing M N 0 F 9' R s T 
A 'First 8 9 2 4 3 8 19 4 
s econd 14 10 2 5 5 9 22 5 
B First 12 17 7 5 12 12 14 6 
s econd 10 17 ? 4 4 10 11 6 
0 Firs t 18 5 3 5 a 12 23 11 
seoond 15 7 8 13 14 11 20 10 
D First 13 15 18 16 15 13 7 13 
~eoond 16 18 17 8 15 l5 9 12 
First 49 54 '70 70 64 55 37 66 
F Second 45 48 66 80 52 55 38 67 
u V w 
4 a 4 
2 3 8 
5 9 8 
10 12 10 
15 7 13 
7 9 19 
13 1$ 15 
12 12 10 
63 62 60 




























































T I\.BLF. V 
DISPLACE!.rl!:NT OF RELATIVE GRADES BY 
~ lffO)fA 
AGHICULTPRE & ~rn~::.rnrn, COLLEGI 
LIBRAR Y 
JUL 117 1937 
APll'RS 
s i gma Displacement 
zero 1st 2d 3d 
OrderOrder Order order 




































One-third Si gma Ave . 
Displacement Devis-
zero 1st 2d 3d 4th tion 
Order Order Order Order order ror 
1/3 
Si gma 
7 4 1 l l 1 
5 7 2 .a 
'i 7 . 5 
a a .5 
6 7 I .7 
6 5 2 l .9 
7 ? .5 
1 s. 1 .a 
~ 4 4 .9 
6 8 .6 
5 4 3 2 .9 
8 4 2 . 6 
6 3 4 1 1.2 
· 6 8 .6 
a 4 2 .5 
8 5 1 . 5 
6 5 3 .a 
8 6 .5 
5 4 5 1.1 
7 7 . 5 
5 4 3 1 1 l.3 
8 4 2 .6 
8 5 1 .5 
5 5 3 1 1.1 






















1 6th 1 
2 
4 
; ~i-·p·. :. • . ., . 
' ~ , . . ..... 
e • l • • • ·• • . 
(:. . (,. 
• • •• 0 . . . . ., . . .. 
: c' ~ : ., .~ .> • • .; .., •J • • • • • 











DISPLACE NT OF RELATIVE GRADES BY PAPERS 
Sigma Displacement one-third Sigma Ave 
Paper Disilacement Devi a-
zero !st 2d 3d zero 1st a 3d 4th tion 
o. order Order Order Order Order Order Order Order Order tor 
l/3 
Sii'.!e 
88 12 2 7 5 2 • '1 
89 12 2 7 5 1 l .a 
91 9 5 4 4 3 3 1.4 
92 11 3 7 4 3 . 8 
93 14 5 g .7 
94 14 8 6 .5 
95 10 4 5 6 3 .9 
9& 12 2 12 2 .2 
97 11 3 6 5 2 1 .9 
98 11 3 7 4 3 .a 
99 10 4 6 4 3 1 1 
100 11 3 6 l 4 1 2 1.4 
101 12 2 7 6 l .e 
102 9 5 7 'l .5 
112 12 2 6 7 l .7 
113 10 4 9 4 1 .5 
114 13 1 'l 6 1 . 6 
115 7 5 2 '1 3 1 1 2 1.2 
11'1 8 6 6 6 - -2 • 
118 7 6 l 5 6 2 1 1 
119 9 5 7 4 2 l . 6 
120 10 4 7 3 2 2 1 
121 9 5 7 7 . 5 
122 11 3 'I 4 3 .8 
123 13 l. 13 1 .l 
l.24 9 5 91 3 2 . 5 
125 12 2 FJ 5 2 • 7-
125 9 5 7 2 4 l l 
1.27 8 6 5 ti 2 l 1.2 
128 9 5 5 4 4 l .9 
129 10 4 6 4 4 .9 
130 10 4 5 5 3 1 1.1 
131 10 3 l 6 4 2 1 5thl .e 
132 11 3 4 '1 3 l 
133 11 3 'l 6 1 .6 
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~ABLE V (continued) 
DI SPLACE!IBNT OF RELATI VE GRADES BY PAPERS 
Si gma Displacement One-third s i gma ve 
F per Disilaoement Dev1a• 
zero list 2a ;,,d zero 1st d 3d 4£h t 1on 
No. Order Order· Order Order Order Order Order Order Ordertor 
1/3 
Sigma 
l.34 _ 14 , 7 .5 
136 11 3 6 5 1 2 l 
136 13 1 a 5 l. .• 5 
13'7 10 4 8 6 .5 
14'1 14 13 1 .l 
l4S3 14 7 6 l .6 
l 4i 15 1 7 6, 1 .6 
150 12 2 6 6 2 .• a 
151 13 1 0 7 1 .7 
152 11 3 6 5 l 2 l 
153 I2 2 8 5 1 .5 
1 54 9 5 6 6 2 .a 
155 14 14 0 
156 10 4 4 6 3 1 1.2 
1 57 14 g 5 . 4 
158 13 1 9 4 1 . 5 
159 9 5 a 5 l . 5 
160 g 5 s 6 .5 
161 12 2 9 3 2 .6 
162 1 2 2 8 5 l .5 
163 g 5 6 a .6 
164. 10 4 e 6 . 5 
16.5 10 4 ,6 4 4 .9 
166 9 5 6 8 .6 
167 8 6 6 8 . 6 
168 12 2 '1 5 1 1 .a 
169 11 3 7 6 1 .6 
170 12 2 6 4 3 1 l 
l.71 a 6 7 5. 2 .7 
L .,R m 
ANALYSI S OF DATA 
The per oent mark has been the general measure of 
school work for several generations. It has gained a 
po.si tion of great importance, since failure, promotion 
and honors are dependent upon it . Parents often show 
great concern regarding the marks given their children . 
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In recent years the mark may be said to be on trial. Many 
critioisms, especially, have been lodged against the sub-
jective mark . BY the subjeetive mark is meant the mark 
given on the traditional or essay examination into hich 
the teacher's personal judgment or equation has entered . 
though some investigators have concluded that teachers 
s'tft'er as much in the marking of one subject as in another, 
1 t is generally conceded that spelling and ari thmetie are 
highly objective and hence, can be marked with greater 
precision . However, starch and 11iott found quite as 
much variation in a geometry paper as in an ~nglish paper 
and geometry is rather objective . The writer chose arith-
metic for this experiment sinea this is her particular 
teaching field . 
One criticism of the subjective mark emphasized was 
the range ot marks given the same paper by different 
teachers when no comparison could be made to other papers 
in the group . starch and Elliott used this plan in 
several or their investi gations and considered the marks 
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obtained as absolute marks while Bolton used a number of 
papers, but e raded them in absolute terms by per cents. 
The choice of statistical method for this experiment 
is the one generally used in scientific grading . Instead 
of considering the marks as absolute, they were consider-
ed in raw scores even though expressed in per cent and 
implied final g rades were transmitted into relative 
marks by use of the frequency-distribution curve. By e. 
relative mark is meant the relation of a particular mark 
to every other mark in the test; that is, each student is 
graded in terms of his position in the group . 
In order to make the disoussion more concrete, a 
few papers will be analyzed . 
Paper number 47 of group? has a range of 30 and 
by absolute scoring, there would be 10 failures, 2 D's~ 
l c, and 1 B. This is quite a range and involves 4 
standard deviations. ~nien the marks are converted into 
relative marks , there are 3 B-'s, 6 Cf's and 5 ts or the 
range narrows to within a standard deviation. In the re-
grading , eigllt teaohers had perfect agreement with them-
selves, four others varied only one-third sigma, one 
teacher varied two-thirds sigma, e.nd one teacher varied 
to si as . Twelve teachers varied onl y one-third sigma; 
that is one- third of a grade while the graders. varied 
two-thirds sigma. However , when al l teachers are con-
sidered, there seems to be greater accuracy or reliability 
se 
of marks among the different graders than the regrading 
shows for each individual teacher . This paper is de-
cidedly a high C paper in terms of relative grading 
and may be classed as a border line paper between high C 
and low B. Either grade would not be unjust. 
Paper number 81 of sroup 4 has a range of 27. Ac-
cording to absol ute seores this 'pupil would fail for all 
the graders if 75 per oent is taken as the passing grade. 
In pract~ce , most teachers would disregard this absolute 
grade and pass the student, particularly if he ere one 
of those ho least deserved to fail. Ho ever, the re-
lative marks are 2 C-'s, 6 I)its, 5 D's and 1 D-, or , rhen 
this student is graded in terms or his position in t he 
group , he would make a passing grade under each teacher. 
In terms of relative marks, the range is still 1 sigma 
althou h t he teachers tend to agree upon a grade of D. 
In the regr ading no teacher disagrees with himself by 
ore than t)to-thirds sigma or not more than t wo-thirds 
or a g rade , hile the g raders vary one sigma. This points 
to~ard a tendency of greater accuracy in regrading than 
between the marks of the different graders. 
Pape r number 43 has a range of 46 which in ab solute 
marking would include 4 F's, 5 D's, and 5 B's,. a range of 
four grades . However, the relative grades limit th\9 
r ange to a given extent; the relative grades are 1 Bi, 
3 B's, 7 B-'s, 1 Ci, 1 c-, and l Di. The range has 
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Narro ed now to 2 sigma or ithin 2 grades . Tlle teacher 
who first gave the Ci gave a Bon regrading the paper . 
The teacher who assigned D! has never taught seventh grade 
mathematics , but his field is in senior high school mathe-
matics . No doubt he was inclined to be a little severe 
at first . On his second marking , this paper received Bi 
with the odds now in favo~ of a B paper . I n the regrad-
ing, teachers tended to disagree with themselves to a 
greater extent than hereto:fore . Only four teachers gave 
the same relative mark both times; five teachers deviated 
from their original mark by one-third sigma or one-third 
ot e grade; three teachers deviated by two-thirds sigma; 
one teacher by one .sigma and one by two sigma. Yet a 
teacher may be said to have a greater a greement with him-
self than with the other graders for only one teacher 
varied as much as two sigma, the average range tor all the 
graders,. 
Paper number 4g , the third paper in group 8, has a 
range from 69 to 92 ith absolute grades of 2 F''S, 7 D's, 
3 C's, 2 B's. These grades almost conform to the fre-
quency distribution ourve . Tb.ere are four distinct grade 
levels. However, when this pupil is graded in terms ot 
his posi t ion in the group , or graded relatively, the 
grade · are 2 BJ 's, 7 B's , 4 B- 's and 1 c. The range is 
considerably narrower . The teacher who first gave the 
C, upon regrading the paper, gave a B- with the result 
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that all marks iere of B rank and consequently ould not 
conform to the frequency dis tribution curve . In the re-
grading no teacher disagreed 1th himsel f by more than 
two-thirds sigma , while the graders disagreed by four-
thirds sigma . This verifies previous findings that a 
teacher agrees to a greater extent with himself than with 
the other graders . 
The examination of Table II will sho the same gen-
eral result . One teacher grades the hundred papers with 
an average of 76 per cent hile another teaeher 1th 
more severe standards grades the same papers with an 
average of 55 per cent . In both cases a larger number 
of pupils would fail if these teachers had the courage 
to fail all whose scores are below 75. ome teacher$ 
maintain absol ute grades in theory but not in practioet -
that is . they lower t heir standards of grading , - by use 
of relative grades , and when they do so, grader s gener-
ally agree . 
Table III summarizes the results of t he papers ac-
cording to the re- check each teacher has made upon him-
s el f . Upon regrading the papers , the writer (M) had a 
displacement of 2 A~s , 3 B' s , 1 c, 4 D' s, and 2 w• s . 
Between the first and second markings there was perfect 
agree ent on 84 papers 1th 16 more lying within a sigma 
or standard deviation , or a total of the 100 papers l ying 
within a sigma. Upon the sub-division of t he sigma i nto 
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thirds , there was perfect agrement on 52 papers with 44 
other papers lying within one-third sigma, making a total 
of 95 papers varying only one- third sigma or less; that 
is less than one-third of a. gr.ade. 
Teacher l, who has taught seventh grade mathematics 
and ho is now employed in teaching eighth grade mathe-
matics , had perfect agreement on 73 papers with another 
26 coming within a sigma range; this totals 99 papers 
lying dthin a sigma range . After dividing the sigma 
into thirds , he had perfect agreement on 39 pepers with 
another 47 coming within the one- third sigma range; this 
totals 86 papers lyine within one-third sigma range or 
within one-third of a grade . 
Teacher . , who has had experience in junior high 
school mathematics, had perfect agreement for 80 papers 
with another 19 coming within a s.igma range; this totals 
99 papers lying within a sigma range . :rter the relative 
grades were sub- divided into one- third sigma, he than had 
perfect agreement on 56 papers with another 36 papers 
coming within the one-third sigma range; this totals 
92 papers lying within one- third sigma or one-third ot 
a grade . This grader has not taught mathematics for 
three years . 
Teacher s is the only othe·r tee.oher, besides the 
writer, who 1.s teaching seventh grade mathematies t the 
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resent time. She had perfect agreement on 52 papers 
with another 17 lying ·ithin a sigma range; for the one-
third sigma she had perfect agreement on 60 papers with 
28 other papers lying rith1n the one- third sigma ; these 
total 88 papers lying within the one- third sigma . 
Teacher z, ho has taught mathemati cs for the long-
est period of timef seems to have taught a wider range 
of subject matter than any other marker. He as given 
instruction in the 5th, 5th,. 7th , 8th , 9th , 10th, 11th, 
and 12th grades . In his grading he has the greatest 
divergence of any grader except one (3) , who has taught 
only in th0 4th and th grades . The writer ranks second 
in years of teaching service ,.wi th teachers N and Q. hav-
ing only one year less experience in teaehing mathe-
matics . 
Teachers rans fifth in teaching service 1n me.the-
matics . 
Teacher R has taught four years in grades l to 8,. 
while y has taught one year in grades 5, 6, and? . 
Teachers T, U, V, d O have ha some experience 
in teaching athematic s , but they have never taught 
seventh grede ma thematics . 
Jlthough teachers P and X have never taught any kind 
of m t ema tics , teacher X was one of the best graders . 
fiO ever, teacher X is a man of high intelli enee and a 
very accurate scho.lar. 
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One of the ohie.r objections that has been made to 
subjective grading is that the graders', because ot dif-
ferent standards , points of view with reference to 
subject matter, and inatitutional require ents , show 
great variation in marks . we should not expect much 
variation in a paper that is graded a second time by the 
same teacher , but we should find considerable variation 
in marks given by different teachers in this experiment; 
some ot these teachers have never taught the subject; 
others , with a .few years of teaching in the subject , are 
mostly interested in admini s trative work; while still 
others have been teaching the subject tor a nwnber or 
years . Then again , some teachers are naturally more 
severe in grading than others; this is clearly indicated 
in this experi ment . The severity and leniency of grading 
are indicated in the pas s ing grades . One grader would 
give 2 per eent •sand another would give 19 per oent 
A's . {see 1.'able IV, page 32 •. ) This is a difference ot 
l? per cent in the numbe·r of t s given . Likewise , the 
differences in the number or B' s , C' s and D' s given are 
12 per oent , 20 per cent and 11 per oent , respectively . 
{ Ta.bl IV , page 32} . i 'e should not expect many failures 
in uny systam of grading . Yet in the absolute marking 
one teacher would tail 43 per cent , while another would 
fail 74 per cent . (Table IV , page 32). Cant is in any 
way ba justified? 
ed into lativ 
Yet , rhen these per cents are oonvert-
grades, noh or this di parity disappe r, 
and the difference 1n variability between regrading by 
the same person and variabili ty among graders is not so 
great . some investigators have found slightly greater 
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iff'erenees even in terms of relative grading between 
regrading by one teacher and the marks of a number of 
teachers , but in this study the two sets of marks are 
almost the saI!1e . This is all the more surprising because 
the graders were a very heterogeneous group . 
However, this g roup was purposely so chose because 
it v ould represent a condition that ·tould be as ad or 
orse than a school situation . To make this experimental 
marking still more subjective and variable, ~o directions 
hatsoever were given as to how papers rere to be graded , 
what constituted a passing grade~ hat relative weight 
was to be given for reasoning and accuracy, and yet the 
accuracy between the graders was almost as great as the 
accuracy in regrading . In the grading by different indi-
viduals and in the regrading by tho s e pe~san, there 
was seldom ore tha.n. one standard deviation difference; 
in the regrading there was an average of 99 per cent of 
agreement ithin a sig a ( _able III, page 30} and in the 
grading by the group there was 99 .5 per cent of agreement 
~ithin the sigma ( Table V, age 33). 
The correlation or r bet •;een the t o marki ngs of the 
same paper are also high enough to be significant. Nine 
of the fourteen graders (K, S, T, U, V, V, O, R, ) had 
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eorrelation coett1eients greater than O. 90 . Two of the 
remaining teachers have not taught in the seventh grade • 
..:\.1 though four (Y, :; , P, Q, ) of the five teachers have 
correlation coefficients above 0 . 80, this leaves only 
one teacher {Z) with a correlation coefficient below 
0 . 80 . The average coefficient of correlation for all the 
i 
graders is 0 . 90 with a probable error of - . 01, ~hile the 
average agreement within one sigma or one grade is 99 
eroent or an average agreement of 85 pe !" cent 1 t in 
one- third sigma or one- third or a grade . The coefficient 
of correl tion by the rank difference method of the 
reliability of grading versus teaching experience was so 
small as to be insignificant . 
- ·hen ea.ch g rader is correlated with the average 
i 
grade , the average is . 95 - . 006; the highest being . 97 
and the lowest being . 84 . Thi indicates a high degree 
of reliab1lity and shows that the oorrelation made in 
sigmas and one-t ird sigmas is substantially correct . 
since this correl -tion is in relative terms and shows 
consistency in g rading rather than the degree of severity 
in grading , it is comparable to the analysis already 
ma.de in sigma displacements hich of course, is the 
method of relative grading . 
The analysis of this study reveals the fact that , 
in s p t te of the sup osed objectivity of ar ithmetic, we 
have the general characteristics of the traditional or 
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essay examination; most pa.pe:-s indicate e. ,vide range of 
per eents in absolute terms; all exa 1ples show a narrower 
range in relative terms; there i s little apparent differ-
ence in the accuracy or reliability of grading by the 
experienced and inexperienced teacher in arithmet ic; 
that the average cevlations of . 664 end . 692 for the 
regradin and t e graders, respectively , show only 
slightly greater accuracy tor the regrading by the same 
teachers than for the graders; that the a verage coef-
ficient of correlation of 0 .90 (Table II , page 29 ) is 
proof oft e r. lia il l ty of the regrading; and that 
99 . 5 per cent ( ·J.able V, page 33} or the papers lying 
within one sigma or less for the graders is proot of the 
greement among the ,qraders. 
en A. TTER rr 
COJ'CLUSIONS 
Any analysis is justified only by its results . 
Although the analysis of this experiment has been by 
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no means exhaustive , yet from the analysis me.de the 
writer is iarranted in ~nking the following conclusions: 
1. The~e is a great variation of marks in per cents 
given by different teachers ,~en these marks are left 
in their absolute values . This is in harmony with the 
findings of '""tarch and ~lliott and others . 
2 . ~· en the mar!. s in terms of per cents are con-
verted into relative g rades, that is, r:ien a student• s 
gradv depends u on his position with reference to the 
grou_ , this wide v riation narrows dom to a given ex-
tent and the marks of the different graders tend to 
agree . This is shown by the fact th t the average 
correlation for regrading was 0 . 90 (Tab e I , page 29); 
that the average . reement within one-third si&~a or 
one- third or .g rade w0.s 85 per oant (Table I I I, page 30}; 
and that there was 99 per cent (Table III, page 30) of 
average agreement ithin a sigma or a grade . 
3 . Teaching e pe rience in arithmetic did not seem 
to increase the reliability of grading to a great ex-
tent ass own by the regrading scores in comparison with 
the scores of the different graders. 
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4. 1rhere ia very little difference in variation 
between the marks ot different teachers and the mfarks by 
the same teacher as has been shown by the deviations of 
.664 and .692 for the regrs.ding and the graders, re-
spectively. 
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